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Abstract

In fact, till now burnup credit has not be applied in Ukrainian nuclear power for spent fuel management systems
(storage and transport). However, application of advanced fuel at W E R reactors, arising spent fuel amounts
represent burnup credit as important resource to decrease spent fuel management costs. The paper describes
spent fuel management status in Ukraine from viewpoint of subcriticality assurance under spent fuel storage and
transport. It is considered: 1. Regulation basis concerning subcriticality assurance, 2. Basic spent fuel and
transport casks characteristics, 3. Possibilities and demands for burnup credit application at spent fuel
management systems in Ukraine.

1. INTRODUCTION

The W E R reactors represent a basis of Ukrainian nuclear power engineering. There are 11
WER-1000 reactors and 2 VVER-440 reactors in Ukraine. The reactors were mainly
designed in 70th and respective nuclear power units were put into operation in 80th. For last a
few years the W E R nuclear power units were covering more 40% electricity production in
the country. The W E R reactors are located at 4 NPPs (Zaporizhia, Sourh-Ukraine, Rivne and
Khmelnytsky sites).

By the original NPP projects developed at the former USSR, all VVER spent fuel was planned
to transport for reprocessing to the radiochemical enterprises located at the South Ural and
Siberia. Spent fuel has to be transported after 3-year cooling period since its unloading.
According to this concept:

1. At-reactor cooling pools were designed with minor capacities, sufficient to provide 3-4
refuelling,

2. Spent fuel transport casks and means were developed,
3. No spent fuel storage facilities were constructed to store VVER spent fuel for a long

time.

After year 1992 as to Ukraine NPPs, the spent fuel management concept concerning VVER
spent fuel was broken because of well-known political events (USSR disintegration).

hi due course, since beginning of 90th the another kind of nuclear fuel has been begun to
apply at W E R reactors. It has had higher enrichment (4,4%U235 against 3,3%U235 prior
fuel), more burnup limit (49 MW*d/kgU against 38 MW*d/kgU prior fuel) and it can be
applied for 3-year fuel campaign against 2-year fuel campaign for prior fuel. Present-day,
advanced fuel assemblies with integrated burnable absorber (Gd2O3) and zirconium alloy
structural elements (spacing grids, guide tubes) are in experimental-industrial operation in
Ukrainian VVER nuclear power units. It is further expected that the various improvements of
W E R both nuclear fuel and core operation will allow to apply fuel with 4,4 %U235
enrichment for 4—5-year fuel campaign, reaching 50-55 MWd/kgU burnup (the mean for
discharged W E R fuel assemblies).
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2. BACKGROUND

In the designs for spent fuel both storage and transport systems, which were developed in 60-
70th years on the basis of the simplified (conservative) analysis of multiplying properties,
subcriticality to be required was provided by a choice of the large centre-to-centre distance of
placed assemblies (uncondensed placement). In later designs introduced for some NPPs, it is
accepted condensed spent fuel storage with implantation of a neutron absorber in structural
materials.

Now, when for safety analysis of nuclear fuel management systems it is required to apply
marginal assessment methods (account of a complete range of parameter changes), the safety
analysis results, in some cases, in unsatisfactory results. Besides, to improve nuclear fuel use
economy the fuel with more effective multiplying properties (advanced fuel) has been began
to apply for all Ukrainian VVER reactors.

The safety analysis based on marginal assessments, "fresh" fuel assumption and taking into
account fuel improved multiplying properties results, in some cases, in conditions, when the
nuclear safety criteria are broken. To ensure performance of these criteria it is necessary to
worsen the economic characteristics of spent fuel management systems. To avoid economic
parameters deterioration of the system the burnup credit can be used.

3. SPENT FUEL TRANSPORT AND STORAGE STATUS

3.1. Regulatory basis and licensing criteria

The requirements to nuclear safety assurance under transport and storage of spent fuel are put
in a series of regulations developed as in former Soviet Union as in Ukraine. The main ones,
concerning nuclear subcriticality assurance are:

1. Basic regulations for safety and physical protection during nuclear material transport,
issued in 1984,

2. Safety regulations for storage and transport of nuclear fuel within nuclear power
facilities, issued in 1992.

For both regulations an effective neutron multiplication factor (keff) has been accepted as main
nuclear safety criterion. It is required:

1. The factor has to be less 0.95 (keff < 0.95) under conditions of normal operation and/or
in design-basis accidents,

2. Safety analysis has to be based on "fresh fuel" assumption.

It should be noted the following: in contrast to the OPBZ-83 regulations, the PNAE G-14-
029-91 regulations permit to use burnup credit as a nuclear safety parameter if burnup level is
measured by specified devices and before to place spent fuel into storage facility. No detailed
explanations exist concerning this safety norm implementation.
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3.2. Spent fuel characterization

Present and prospective (till 2010) spent fuel amounts. As of the beginning of 1992 there was
2205 metric tons of spent fuel (HM) in total in Ukraine. Since 1992 till 1999 about 1626
MTU of W E R spent fuel was generated by Ukrainian NPPs, including:

1. WER-1000 spent fuel -1458 MTU,
2. WER-440 spent fuel -168 MTU.

Because of the NPPs' very limited at-reactor storage capacities a share of W E R spent fuel has
been transported to the reprocessing plants in Russia. 993 MTU of spent fuel were transported
in Russia for its reprocessing during the same period (since 1992 till 1999). Thus, 2838 MTU
of W E R spent fuel stayed in Ukraine as of the beginning of 1999.

Nuclear spent fuel amount growth in Ukraine, as a prognosis one so in fact one, is depicted in
FIG. 1 . The prognosis growth was estimated provided that the annual design refuelling is as
follows: 54 SFAs per a WER-1000 unit, 120 SFAs per a WER-440 unit.
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FIG. 1. Spent fuel growth in Ukraine: prognosis and in fact

Some W E R spent fuel characteristics are depicted in the table I.

Table I. The Comparative WER-1000 Spent Fuel Characterization.

Species of operational
cycle

two-year fuel campaign

three-year fuel campaign

three-year fuel campaign
subject to a portion of
FAs being used in four-
year fuel campaign

Enrich-
ment of
make-
up fuel,
%

3,3%

4,31%

4,31%

Uranium
mass per
FA, kg

429,5

401,6

401,6

Design-ba-
sis burnup
(average/
limit),
MWdVkgU

28,5/38

40,1/49

- /49

Reached
burnup
(average/
limit),
MWd/kgU

25/35

39/43

41,5/48,8

Specific
natural
uranium
expenditure,
kg/MWd

0,263

0,256

0,240

Back-end fuel
cycle cost/
Total fuel
cycle cost,
mills/kWh

2,87/7,23

2,11/6,27

1,93/5,76
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3.3 Transport systems

Originally, a few cask types were designed to transport VVER spent fuel. They are TK-6 for
VVER-440 spent fuel, TK-10 and TK-13 for VVER-1000 spent fuel. Some features of casks
accordingly theirs certificates of approval are shown in table II.

Table H Features of casks accordingly theirs certificates of approval.

Fuel feature

Reactor type

Max. initial enrichment

Number of Assemblies

Minimum cooling time

Burnup limit

Maximum decay heat

Multiplication factor

Neutron absorbers

wt.%

years

MW*d/kgU

kW per cask

TK-6

VVER-440

3.6

30

3

40/24

15(water)/8(gas)

Cask type

TK-10 TK-13

VVER-1000

4.4

6

3

50

13

0.853±0.008

boron carbide
backfilling

4.4

12

3

50

20

0.943+0.0023

borated stainless
steel as fuel basket

material

Each one of cask types assures "fresh fuel" subcriticality {keff
< 0.95) for normal operation

and design-basis accident conditions.

These casks were originally licensed in former USSR, now Russian regulatory body renews
periodically the certificates of approval for TK casks and Ukrainian regulatory body justifies
the certificates of approval.

There are the specified rail-road aggregates to ship the TK casks. A specified rail-road
aggregate and a TK cask are together a inseparable transport-package assembly (TUK).

There isn't a program in Ukraine to implement burnup credit to the TK transport casks.

3.3. Storage systems

Till nowadays in Ukraine the spent fuel storage capacities are restricted with at-reactor pools
only. To provide additional capacities to store spent fuel the possibilities are considered to put
the "dry" spent fuel storage technologies in practice in Ukraine.

3.3.1. Wet storage

3.3.1.1. Design-basis capacities for spent fuel storage

Following at-reactor pools capacities for spent fuel storage are defined at original NPP
designs:
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1. A WER-440 pool - 729 cells. Annual design-basis spent fuel discharge is 120 SFAs (3-
year fuel campaign),

2. A WER-1000 pool - 392 cells. Annual design-basis spent fuel discharge is 54-55 SFAs
(3-year fuel campaign).

As it has been noted above the initial design at-reactor pool capacities were intended for spent fuel
storage of 3-4 annual design refuelling, not more.

Pool subcriticality (keff < 0.95) were ensured by large centre-to-centre pitch between fuel assemblies.

3.3.1.2. Pool re-racking

hi the first half of the 90th there were re-racked the VVER at-reactor pools in Ukrainian
nuclear power units, except of a few Zaporizhia and Rivne NPPs' units, and pool capacities
have been enlarged from 1.4 to 1.7 times in that way.

Subcriticality for the pools re-racked was ensured by a centre-to-centre pitch and neutron
absorber in rack materials (2-3% borated stainless steel).

In spite of the pool capacities enlarging the free storage capacities in the at-reactor pools have
being diminished a year by year as spent fuel has been shipped for reprocessing in more few
amounts then it has been generated.

As example, the WER-1000 at-reactor pools fullness is depicted in FIG. 2.

ZHPP-t ZNPP-3 ZHPP-S S UK PP-1 S OK PP- 3 RK PP-3

pev/erwdts
Remarks: 1. Level 1 - design-basis pool capacity (392 cells),

2. Level 2 - constantly free pool capacity according to safety standards (163 cells),
3. Column tops - total pool capacity.

FIG. 2. WER-1000 at-reactorpools fullness with SFAs.

3.3.2. Dry storage

The "dry" storage facility project for Zaporizhia NPP based on the Sierra Nuclear Corp.'s
VSC-24 cask design has been begun in 1994. This project (VSC VVER-1000) is aimed to
store the whole spent fuel to be generated during Zaporizhia NPP lifetime. Now the facility's
"start" stage (3 casks) is ready to be put into operation. It is expected a regulatory body's
licence to put the facility's "start" stage into operation will be shortly issued.
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3.3.2.1. Cask subcriticality

According to VSC VVER-1000 safety analysis report the cask subcriticality can be ensured by
burnup credit implementation or embedding of control rods into spent fuel assemblies.

In case of burnup credit implementation the cask subcriticality can be ensured for any initial
fuel enrichment, but in case of control rods embedding the cask subcriticality can be ensured
for "fresh" fuel with 3,6% maximum enrichment.

Criticality calculations have been carried out with SCALE-4.3 software code including
BONAMI, NITAWL and KENO-VI code modules.

VSC VVER-1000 safety assessment has displayed exceeding of limiting keff under
conditions, if fuel is fresh and its initial enrichment is 4,4%, and provided that all 24 spent
fuel assemblies (design-basis cask capacity) are loaded into cask.. To provide cask
subcriticality with keff < 0.95 under mentioned "conservative" conditions, one should be
loaded into cask only 10 spent fuel assemblies, if initial fuel enrichment is 4.4%. Cask loading
with spent fuel can be enlarged to 22 assemblies, if the spent control rods are used as a
neutron absorber in a cask, hi any case, cask subcriticality status ensuring involves an
anticipatory economic damages associated with incomplete cask loading.

To avoid these economic damages burnup credit can be used to ensure cask subcriticality
under normal operation and design-basis accident conditions, and if initial fuel enrichment is
4.4%.

Zaporizhia NPP operator has begun R&D activity to developed the equipment and technique
for burnup credit implementation, however, the results weren't yet obtained.

4. SUMMARY

Burnup credit is presently not used in Ukrainian NPPs neither transport no storage of VVER
spent fuel. Prospects to use burnup credit for spent fuel transport and wet storage aren't well-
defined sufficiently now. However, there are clear needs to implement burnup credit for dry
storage facility with VSC VVER-1000 casks on Zaporizhia NPP site.
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